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Abstract— Steganography is an information hiding technique
for covert communication. So far Syndrome-Trellis Codes (STC),
a convolutional codes-based method, is the only near-optimal
coding method, i.e., it can approach the rate-distortion bound of
content-adaptive steganography in practice. However, as a secure
communication application, steganography needs the diversity of
coding methods. This paper proposes another and a better nearoptimal steganographic coding method based on polar codes,
using Successive Cancellation List (SCL) decoding algorithm to
minimize additive distortion in steganography. Considering a
steganographic channel as a binary symmetric channel, the proposed Steganographic Polar Codes (SPC) chooses parity-check
matrix by setting embedding payload as the initial value of
Arikan’s heuristic and computes decoding channel metric from
the optimal modification probability of minimal distortion model.
To overcome the inherent defect of polar codes only suiting
for code length of a power of 2, we introduce three strategies
to generalize SPC for arbitrary length. Experimental results
validate the versatility of SPC to minimize arbitrary distortion.
When compared with STC, the overall coding performance of
SPC is more superior with low embedding complexity. This
work verifies the availability of polar codes for the practical
construction of steganographic codes and provides a methodology
for designing better steganographic codes based on any advance
of polar coding/decoding.
Index
Terms— Covert
communication,
steganography,
syndrome coding, polar codes, successive cancellation list.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, information hiding techniques have
been widely used in the fields of covert communication, copyright protection and content authentication [1]–[5].
Steganography, as a branch of information hiding, aims to
embed a covert message in a cover object (e.g., image,
audio, video, texts) by slightly changing its original elements
without drawing suspicions from steganalysis [6]. Currently,
the most effective steganographic schemes are categorized
as content-adaptive steganography [7], which usually consists
of a heuristically-defined multi-level distortion function and
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a method for encoding the message to minimize the total
distortion. A distortion function is considered additive when
it is expressed as a sum of individual costs that elementwisely evaluate the effect of independent embedding modifications. Payload-Limited Sender (PLS) and Distortion-Limited
Sender (DLS) are two forms for message embedding while
minimizing additive distortion. And both of them can be realized in practice using a general methodology called syndrome
coding [8], which is also called matrix embedding because it
is realized by using the parity-check matrix of error-correcting
codes. In other words, the decoding method of error-correcting
codes can be used as the coding method of steganography.
Designing coding methods has always been the core issue
in the development of steganography. Matrix embedding was
conceptually proposed by Crandall [9] in 1998. For a constant
distortion model where all pixels are assumed to have the
same impact when changed, various syndrome coding methods
based on linear codes, such as Hamming [10], Golay [11],
BCH [12], [13], and non-linear codes [14] were proposed to
minimize the number of changed pixels. As for an evolutionary
wet paper model where all pixels are split into the risky (wet)
pixels and safe (dry) pixels, the syndrome coding can also be
used in wet paper codes [15]–[19].
The wet paper model is essentially a two-level distortion
model only containing constant and infinite costs. But a
general distortion model to define multi-level costs is more
suitable for multimedia data, because the effects of modifications on different elements are distinguishing in reality. And
this is what content-adaptive steganography seeks to withstand
steganalysis by confining modifications to the elements with
low costs. Modified Matrix Embedding (MME) [20] was
proposed to reduce the distortion significantly, but the performance is still far from the rate-distortion bound of general
distortion model. Filler et al. [8] used linear convolutional
codes equipped with Viterbi decoding algorithm and proposed
Syndrome-Trellis Codes (STC), which can asymptotically
approach the theoretical bound for arbitrary additive distortion
function.
STC achieves near-optimal coding performance of contentadaptive steganography because the performance of convolutional codes is close to the channel capacity. Note that polar
codes [21] are the first provably channel capacity achieving
codes for arbitrary binary-input discrete memoryless channel
(B-DMC). A natural idea is to design a better steganographic
coding method based on polar codes, hopefully for achieving
the bound of embedding efficiency in steganography. Just as
pointed out in [8], polar codes are known to be optimal for the
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PLS problem thanks to their capacity-achieving property and
the advantage of low complexity of encoding and decoding.
On the other hand, designing another kind of steganographic
codes can significantly increase the diversity of coding methods in steganography, as STC is currently the only nearoptimal coding method for content-adaptive steganographic
schemes [22]–[24]. Since steganography is a secure communication application, the unicity of coding method is potentially
dangerous to the development of steganography. Therefore,
polar codes are the optimum candidate for constructing another
and a better near-optimal steganographic coding method in
practice.
To design a steganographic coding method based on errorcorrecting codes, two critical problems have to be solved:
how to choose the parity-check matrix and how to incorporate
the steganographic distortion into the decoding algorithm to
minimize distortion. According to the characteristics of polar
coding and decoding, the two problems become: 1) how to
choose the frozen indices of polar codes for constructing
the parity-check matrix and 2) how to calculate the initial
channel metrics needed for polar decoding, on the basic of
the steganographic embedding payload and distortion function.
In addition, polar codes are inherently designed for binary
codes and length of a power of 2, while a steganographic
coding method should be applicable to various embedding
amplitudes and arbitrary cover length. Thus 3) how to extend
binary embedding to q-ary embedding operation and 4) how to
deal with arbitrary cover length is another two key problems
for designing a practical steganographic coding method.
Polar codes were first used in steganography by
Diouf et al. [25] who introduced a coding method using
Successive Cancellation (SC) decoding algorithm to minimize
the embedding impact. However in [25], the solutions to the
first two key problems neglected the impact of the embedding
payload so that cannot produce a satisfactory coding performance. Besides, the other two problems regarding non-binary
embedding and arbitrary cover length were not investigated
in [25]. In contrast to [25], this paper tactfully deals with all
these four problems, and employs the superior and flexible
Successive Cancellation List (SCL) decoding algorithm to
design a near-optimal and versatile coding method. The proposed steganographic coding method named Steganographic
Polar Codes (SPC) is applicable to various distortion functions
with high embedding efficiency and low embedding complexity. Extensive experimental results on various simulated
distortion profiles and image distortion functions are reported
to validate the superior coding performance of SPC when
compared with STC.
The significance of this paper lies in that it verifies the
feasibility of polar codes for designing steganographic codes
and proposes another and a better set of near-optimal and
versatile steganographic codes in practice. This paper also
presents a design methodology to make it easy to incorporate any advance of polar coding and decoding algorithms
for designing better steganographic polar codes. The main
concrete contributions of this paper are listed below.
• Based on two frozen indices determination methods of
polar codes, propose to construct the steganographic
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parity-check matrix by setting steganographic embedding
payload as the initial value of Arikan’s heuristic [21], [26]
and choosing a resultful β for β-expansion [27].
• Propose a valid formula mapping the steganographic distortion function to the channel metric for polar decoding,
taking advantage of the optimal modification probability
under the minimal distortion model.
• Improve the embedding efficiency by using the superior
Successive Cancellation List (SCL) decoding algorithm,
owning the flexible design parameter of list size l that
affects the embedding efficiency and speed.
• Introduce three strategies to generalize SPC for arbitrary
cover length, and recommend the cover-padding strategy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
minimal steganographic distortion model, polar codes and a
relationship between Binary Symmetric Channel and steganographic channel are briefly reviewed. We elaborate the proposed SPC specialized for cover length of a power of 2 in
Section III. Three strategies of generalizing SPC to arbitrary
cover length are then introduced in Section IV. To verify
the feasibility of SPC, we carry out extensive simulation
experiments and apply it to image steganography in Section V
and Section VI, respectively, with sufficient comparisons and
analysis. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this paper, sets, vectors and matrices are written in
boldface. Vector a = an1 , and the vector aji = (ai , · · · , aj )
is a subsequence of a from its i-th element to j-th element. Let u, c, r represent the source word, the codeword,
the received word in polar codes, respectively. Let m, x, y
represent the message, the cover sequence, the stego sequence
in steganography, respectively. The embedding operation on
xi is formulated by the dynamic range Ii . For binary embedding, Ii = {xi , x̄i } where x̄i is xi after flipping its Least
Significant Bit (LSB), while Ii = {xi − 1, xi , xi + 1} is for
ternary embedding [8]. 
A q-ary entropy function is denoted
q
by H(π1 , · · · , πq ) for
i=1 πi = 1, where binary entropy
function is H(π) = −π log2 π − (1 − π) log2 (1 − π). The
symbol ln π denotes the natural logarithm.
A content-adaptive steganographic system is depicted
in Fig. 1. At the sending side, the sender uses a distortion
function to calculate the modification cost ρ of cover x, and
then obtains stego y by using a coding method on encoding
message m associted with x and ρ. The stego y is transmitted
to the receiver through a lossless channel. At the receiving
side, the receiver extracts m directly by using the corresponding decoding method on y. Through such a steganographic
communication process, the sender and receiver can realize
a covert sharing of the message. And this paper is focusing
on the core coding problem for message embedding and
extraction.
A. Minimal Distortion Model and Syndrome Coding
Under an additive distortion scenario of content-adaptive
steganography, the impacts of embedding changes are assumed
to be mutually independent, so the total distortion for
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Fig. 1.

Communication diagram of content-adaptive steganography.

embedding is the sum of the costs ρ(yi ) at xi changed
to yi [8]:
D(x, y) =

n


ρ(yi ).

(1)

i=1

Denote π(yi ) as the probability of modifying xi to yi ,
the PLS problem can be formulated as the optimization
problem:
minimize Eπ (D) =
π

n 


π(ti )ρ(ti )

i=1 ti ∈Ii
n 


subject to H(π) = −

π(ti ) log2 π(ti ) = m,

(2)
(3)

i=1 ti ∈Ii

where the sender can send up to H(π) = m bits of message
with the minimal average distortion. Following the maximum
entropy principle, the optimal πλ has a Gibbs distribution [7]:
exp(−λρ(yi ))
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
ti ∈Ii exp(−λρ(ti ))

πλ (yi ) = 

(4)

where the scalar parameter λ (λ > 0) is determined by (3).
For a binary embedding operation, the PLS problem can be
realized in practice using syndrome coding with the embedding and extraction mappings:
⎧
⎨Emb(x, m) = arg min D(x, y)
P(y)∈C(m)
(5)
⎩Ext(y) = P(y)HT = m,
where P : X → {0, 1} is a parity function shared between the
sender and the receiver (e.g., the LSB layer P(x) = x mod 2).
HT ∈ {0, 1}n×m is the parity-check matrix of a binary code
C(n, n − m). C(m) = {z ∈ {0, 1}n|zHT = m} is the coset
corresponding to syndrome m.
It is well known in the community that the decoding
method of error-correcting codes can be used as the coding
method of steganography [8]–[20], [28]–[32]. Specifically,
with satisfying the syndrome constraint, the closest stego along
with small distortion can be found by the decoding process of
error-correcting codes, e.g., the Viterbi decoding method for
designing STC [8], [33].

Fig. 2. Illustration of encoder and SC decoder implementation of polar codes
for n = 4, where nodes f and g in decoder correspond to nodes ⊕ and •
in encoder, respectively. A concrete example of polar encoding and decoding
with numerical calculation is presented in Fig. 5.

Frozen bits uAc can be arbitrary and is known both to the
sender and receiver. Bits uA and uAc together constitute
the source word u = (uA , uAc ). As depicted in Fig. 2(a),
a codeword c is generated by polar encoding u, i.e., c = uGn ,
in time complexity O(n log2 n). The generator matrix is
Gn = Bn F⊗s for any n = 2s , where Bn is a bit-reversal
⊗s
permutation matrix,
 F denotes the sth Kronecker power of
1, 0
F, and F 
. In Fig. 2(a), the polar encoding structure
1, 1
can be expressed as the generator matrix
⎡
⎤
1, 0, 0, 0
⎢1, 0, 1, 0⎥
⎥
G4 = ⎢
⎣1, 1, 0, 0⎦ .
1, 1, 1, 1
2) Successive Cancellation Decoding and Its List Version:
Given frozen bits uAc , received word r and the estimates
i−1

u1
of ui−1
1 , Successive Cancellation (SC) decoder [21]
attempts to estimate ui . As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), this can
be implemented by computing Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR)
W (i) (rn ,ui−1
|0)
(i)
i−1
1
Ln (rn1 , 
u1 )  ln n(i) 1n i−1
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) according to
Wn (r1 ,u1 |1)
the recursive formula:
⎧ (2j−1)
n 2j−2
⎪
u1 )
⎪Ln  (r1 , 
⎪
⎪
(j)
2j−2
2j−2
2j−2 
⎨= f L(j) (rn/2 , 
u1,o ⊕
u1,e ), Ln/2 (rnn/2+1 , 
u1,e )
n/2 1
(2j)
2j−1
⎪
u1 )
Ln (rn1 , 
⎪
⎪


⎪
(j)
⎩= g L(j) (rn/2 , 
u2j−2⊕
u2j−2 ), L (rn
,
u2j−2 ), u

n/2

1

1,o

1,e

n/2

n/2+1

1,e

2j−1

B. Polar Coding and Decoding

(6)

exp(θ+ω)+1
,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n/2 with f (θ, ω)  ln exp(θ)+exp(ω)

1) Construction of Polar Codes: A polar code may be
specified completely by (n, k, A, uAc ). Set A of dimension k
(k < n) is the set of information indices that carry information
bits uA , while its complement is the frozen indices Ac that
carry frozen bits uAc of dimension n − k. The choice of
Ac is a critical step in polar coding, which corresponds
to the selection of k “worst” polarized channels [21], [27].

i
i
i1,o and 
g(θ, ω, u)  (−1)u θ + ω. u
u1,e are subvectors of 
u1
(1)
W (ri |0)
with odd and even indices respectively. L1 (ri )  ln W (ri |1)
is the initial channel metric. Decisions are made by
Algorithm 1 in time complexity O(n log2 n) and space
complexity O(n) [34].
Successive Cancellation List (SCL) decoder [34], [35]
is a generalization and improvement version of the classic
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(1)
Algorithm 1 SC Decoder: (
u, c) = SC uAc , Ac , r, L1 (r)
Input: frozen bits uAc , frozen indices Ac , received word r
(1)
and its channel metric LLR L1 (r).
Output: estimates 
u and its decoded codeword 
c.
1: define n = Length(r);
2: for i = 1 to n do
(i)
i−1
3:
calculate Ln (rn1 , 
u1 ) by (6);
c
4:
if i ∈ A then u
i = ui ;
// frozen bits
5:
else
// information bits
(i)
i−1
6:
if Ln (rn1 , 
u1 ) ≥ 0 then u
i = 0;
7:
else u
i = 1;
8:
end if
9:
end if
10: end for
11: obtain 
c=
uGn ;
12: return (
u, c).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of binary symmetric channel (BSC) and steganographic
binary channel.

Symmetric Channel (BSC), where p (0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5) is the
channel error probability. In Fig. 4(b), a steganographic binary
channel is described by W (0|0) = W (1|1) = 1 − πλ (x̄i )
and W (0|1) = W (1|0) = πλ (x̄i ), where πλ (x̄i ) is the
modification probability. Obviously, the steganographic binary
channel has the same structure as the BSC. Since
exp(−λρ(x̄i ))
exp(−λρ(x̄i ))
=
πλ (x̄i ) =
exp(−λρ(xi ))+exp(−λρ(x̄i )) 1+exp(−λρ(x̄i ))
(7)
(in (4) with ρ(xi ) = 0 by default) and ρ(x̄i ) ≥ 0, the value
range of πλ (x̄i ) is 0 ≤ πλ (x̄i ) ≤ 0.5, which is also the same
as that of p . Therefore, we can treat the steganographic binary
channel as the BSC along with p = πλ (x̄i ). This important
relationship, which expediently connects the steganographic
channel with a classic communication channel for polar coding
and decoding, will be applied to determine the frozen indices
and initial channel metrics.

Fig. 3. Illustration of SC and SCL (l = 4) decoding on the code tree
of n = 4, where the red-marked paths are the candidate decoding paths.
SC decodes the only path of u = (0101), while SCL decodes the most
probable path (red-bolded path) of u = (0100).

SC decoder. As shown in Fig. 3(a), SC decoder can be
represented as a greedy search algorithm on a code tree. Since
u
i must be decided at each phase, the decoding path obtained
by SC decoder is not guaranteed to be the most probable
one. Instead, SCL decoder can be regarded as a breadthfirst search algorithm on the code tree. As in Fig. 3(b), SCL
decoder splits the decoding path into two paths when decoding
an information bit. Since each split doubles the number of
paths to be examined, we must prune them, and the maximum
number of paths allowed is the specified list size l. Finally, a nlength path with the largest metric is selected among all the l
candidate paths. Corresponding with Algorithm
1 of SC, SCL

(1)
decoder is denoted by (
u, c) = SCL uAc , Ac , r, L1 (r), l
in time complexity O(l · n log2 n) and space complexity
O(l·n) [34]. Naturally, larger value of l means lower decoding
error rate but longer run time, and SCL is degraded to SC when
l = 1. For general references to SC and SCL, we orientate the
reader toward [21], [34], [35]. The SCL algorithm used in the
proposed steganographic codes is formulated exclusively using
the LLR, please see Algorithm 3 in [35].
C. Relation Between BSC and Steganographic Binary
Channel
In Fig. 4(a), a binary channel W with W (0|0) =
W (1|1) = 1 − p and W (0|1) = W (1|0) = p is Binary

III. S TEGANOGRAPHIC P OLAR C ODES BASED
ON SCL D ECODING A LGORITHM
To design a practical steganographic coding method based
on polar codes, four problems will be investigated in this
paper:
1) how to determine the frozen indices Ac for constructing
steganographic parity-check matrix,
2) how to calculate the decoding initial channel metric LLR
by steganographic distortion,
3) how to extend binary embedding to q-ary embedding for
various embedding amplitudes,
4) how to generalize the steganographic coding method to
a cover object of arbitrary length.
In this section, we will elaborate our solutions to the first
three problems, while the solution to the last problem will be
specifically introduced in the next section.
A. Two Methods for Determining Frozen Indices
It has been proved in [36] that the parity-check matrix HT of
polar codes is formed from the columns ofcthe generator matrix
Gn with indices in Ac , i.e., HT = GA
n . According to the
particular role of HT in syndrome coding (5), the syndrome m
should be placed as the frozen bits, i.e., uAc = m. Given uAc
and r, SCL estimates 
u = (
uA , uAc ) having corresponding
decoded codeword c = 
uGn . Since Gn is an invertible matrix
(i.e., G−1
Gn [21]), we have 
u = cGn with (
uA , uAc ) =
n =
Ac

,
c
G
).
Naturally,
to
find
the
stego
y
with
the
extraction
(cGA
n
n
constraint m = P(y)HT in syndrome coding (5), we can use
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SCL associated with uAc = m = cHT , so that P(x) = r
becomes the input and P(y) = c is the output of SCL decoder.
From the analysis, the selection of parity-check matrix in
polar codes equates to the determination of Ac . Intuitively,
preferable Ac is vital for steganographic codes. Here we
introduce two efficient methods for determining Ac in steganographic codes as follows.
1) Arikan’s Heuristic Method for Approximate Calculation
of BSC’s Capacity: For the Binary Erasure Channel (BEC)
with erasure probability , Arikan [21] introduced a precise
and efficient
formula for calculating Bhattacharyya
parameters

(1)
(2)
(n) 
Z = Z(Wn ), Z(Wn ), · · · , Z(Wn ) in the recursive
properties of the channel polarization:

(2j−1)
(j)
(j)
Z(Wn
) = 2Z(Wn/2 ) − Z(Wn/2 )2
(8)
(2j)
(j)
Z(Wn ) = Z(Wn/2 )2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n/2,
(1)

with the initial value Z(W1 ) =  in time complexity O(n).
(i)
And the indices of n− k largest Z(Wn ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are then
selected as the frozen indices Ac . However, (8) is theoretically
perfect for the BEC rather than other communication channels,
such as the BSC. In [26], Arikan suggested a heuristic method
instead: given an arbitrary binary channel with capacity C bits,
the construction of polar codes can be matched to the BEC
with erasure probability  = 1 − C, i.e., the frozen indices of
the given channel can be the same as that of the BEC with
 = 1 − C. This makes it possible to employ (8) for the BSC
as long as we know the capacity C of BSC.
In information theory, the capacity of BSC is
C = 1 − H(p ). Since the steganographic binary channel is
the BSC with p = πλ (x̄i ), the capacity of the steganographic
binary channel is C = 1 − H(πλ (x̄i )). As for the constant
distortion model in steganography, all cover elements
have the same modification probability, so we deduce
H(πλ (x̄i )) = m/n = α (embedding payload) by (3). Because
C = 1 − H(πλ (x̄i )) = 1 − α, we have  = 1 − C = α for the
BEC via Arikan’s heuristic method, which is served as the
initial value of (8):
(1)
Z(W1 )

=  = α,

(9)

to determine Ac for the steganographic binary channel.
Although (9) is deduced from the constant distortion model,
experiments will show that it also works for general distortion
model (see Fig. 7). We denote this method by Arikan-BSC
for short.
2) β-Expansion With Base β = 1.21: β-expansion [27] is
a notion borrowed from number theory, and it studies a fast
construction of polar codes based on a recursive structure of
universal partial order (UPO) and polarization weight (PW)
algorithm. The advantage of PW algorithm is that it provides
a neat and low-complex method to fully rank the reliability of
synthetic channels for polar codes while keeping the property
of nested frozen indices when the code length grows. See
Definition 3 (PM algorithm) in [27]: consider a synthetic
channel index id (id = i − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and its binary
expansion B = (bs−1 · · · b1 b0 )2 over s = log2 id + 1
bits, its polarization weight is defined as f PM : id → wid =

s−1
j
j=0 bj β . A smaller wid indicates a lower reliability of

the synthetic channel, which enables the selection of frozen
indices by sorting wid and choosing the indices of smaller
wid . It has been pointed out that the value of base β should
be carefully chosen [27]. Different from Arikan-BSC (i.e.,
(8) + (9)) that is linked to the embedding payload, β can be
fixed to 1.21 for β-expansion according to the experiments.
B. Calculating LLR From Optimal Modification Probability
As for steganography, the initial channel metric LLR of
steganographic binary channel for decoding can be computed
via the modification probability W (xi |yi ) = πλ (yi ) as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Since πλ (yi ) is theoretically optimal for a given
payload and distortion function in (4), calculating LLR from
πλ (yi ) should be optimal for designing steganographic codes
as well. This step is very critical to minimize steganographic
distortion for embedding, because it is through these LLRs
computed by their steganographic costs that SCL algorithm
can recursively calculate to find a preferable stego with small
distortion. According to the definition of LLR and the LSB
layer P(xi ) of xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), the LLR of steganographic
binary channel is deduced:


W P(xi )|0
(1)

L1 (xi )  ln 
W P(xi )|1
⎧
W (0|0)
πλ (xi )
⎪
⎪
= ln
, P(xi ) = 0
⎨ ln
W (0|1)
πλ (x̄i )
=
πλ (x̄i )
W (1|0)
⎪
⎪
= ln
, P(xi ) = 1.
⎩ ln
W (1|1)
πλ (xi )
It can be further simplified by πλ (xi ) + πλ (x̄i ) = 1:


(1)
L1 (xi ) = 2P(xi ) − 1 · ln

πλ (x̄i )
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (10)
1 − πλ (x̄i )

with (7) optimally relating to the steganographic distortion and
payload.
C. Description and Analysis of the Proposed Coding Method
1) Algorithm Description and Application Example: The
complete implementation steps
of the
proposed
Steganographic Polar Codes (SPC) with binary embedding
and extraction operations are presented in Algorithm 2
and Algorithm 3, respectively. Since Arikan-BSC performs
slightly better than β-expansion for determining the frozen
indices according to the experiments, we recommend
Arikan-BSC in SPC. Note that the cover sequence should
be scrambled using a key (shared between the sender and
receiver) before executing SCL algorithm, i.e., step 4 in
Algorithm 2 (symmetrically scrambling the stego sequence
of step 3 in Algorithm 3), to achieve a satisfactory coding
performance. It is also noteworthy that the sender does not
need to communicate the used value of l to the receiver while
the value of h in STC is needed for message extraction [8],
and this less communication cost is a practical advantage
of SPC.
For better understanding, we provide an example for a
binary cover of length n = 4 to display the necessary steps
required to implement message embedding and extraction
of SPC. Suppose a cover sequence x = (1, 0, 1, 0), its
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(1)

Fig. 5. Illustration of message embedding and extraction by SPC. (a) Embedding: the estimate u is polar decoded from initial L1 (x) and then polar
encoded to the stego y, where the red-marked numbers display the calculation orders in decoding process. (b) Extraction: the stego y is polar encoded to
obtain the same u thanks to the invertibility of the generator matrix of polar codes.

Algorithm 2 Steganographic
Polar Codes (SPC) for Binary

Embedding: D(x, y), y = SPCemb m, x, ρ(x̄), l
Input: message m, cover x and its cost ρ(x̄), list size l.
Output: total distortion D(x, y) and stego y.
1: define m = Length(m), n = Length(x), α = m/n and
P(x) = x mod 2;
2: calculate Z by (8) and (9); sort Z and select indices of m
(i)
largest Z(Wn ) as Ac ; set uAc = m;
(1)
3: calculate initial LLR L1 (x) by (7),(10) with m and n;
(1)
(1)
4: scramble P(x) and L1 (x) to P(x ) and L1 (x ) (by a key
shared with the receiver);


5: embed m into P(x ) by SCL decoder: 
u, P(y ) =


(1)
SCL uAc , Ac , P(x ), L1 (x ), l ;
6: Inversely scramble P(y ) to P(y) corresponding to step 4;
n
obtain y= x−P(x)+P(y);
calculate D(x, y) = 1 ρ(yi );

7: return D(x, y), y .
Algorithm 3 Steganographic Polar Codes (SPC) for Binary
Extraction: m = SPCext (m, y)
Input: message length m and stego y.
Output: message m.
1: define n = Length(y), α = m/n and P(y) = y mod 2;
2: calculate Z by (8) and (9); sort Z and select indices of m
(i)
largest Z(Wn ) as Ac ;
3: scramble P(y) to P(y ) (by a key shared with the sender);
4: set u = P(y )Gn ; obtain m = uAc ;
5: return m.

modification cost ρ(x̄) = (0.1363, 0.4181, 0.6044, 0.2641),
a message m = (1, 1) and a list size l = 1. For message embedding by Algorithm 2, m = 2 and payload
α = m/n = 0.5. According to (8) and (9), we calculate
Z = (0.9375, 0.5625, 0.4375, 0.0625) and select Ac = (1, 2).
Then uAc = (u1 , u2 ) = m = (1, 1). With satisfying the
constraint H(π) = m in (3), the modification probability πλ (x̄) = (0.2959, 0.0655, 0.0210, 0.1572) and the LLR
(1)
L1 (x) = (−0.8667, 2.6586, −3.8432, 1.6794) are calculated
(1)
by (7) and (10), respectively. Suppose that x and L1 (x)
(1)
remain unchanged after the scrambling. Then uAc , x, L1 (x)
and l are sent into the polar decoding algorithm. Since SCL
decoder is degraded to SC decoder when l = 1, we depict

in Fig. 5(a) the SC decoding process in lines with Fig. 2(b)
and Algorithm 1. Also in Fig. 5(a), a polar encoding of

u = (1, 1, 0, 0) is required to obtain the stego sequence
y =
c = 
uGn = (0, 0, 1, 0). Compare y = (0, 0, 1, 0) with
x = (1, 0, 1, 0), only x1 has been modified with total distortion
D(x, y) = 0.1363. As for message extraction by Algorithm 3,

u is recovered by polar encoding y, i.e., 
u = yGn in Fig. 5(b).
Then the same Ac = (1, 2) can be similarly determined to
help extract the accurate message m = 
uAc = (
u1 , u
2 ) =
(1, 1). Obviously, a favourable stego is found by Algorithm 2
equipped with SCL, and the message can be extracted in a
straightforward manner by the receiver using the shared frozen
indices.
It is noteworthy that above SPC is designed particularly
using Arikan-BSC for polar encoding and SCL for polar
decoding. In general, any advance of polar coding and decoding methods can be incorporated into the design of SPC,
by substituting step 2, step 5 in Algorithm 2.
2) Discussion on Time and Space Complexity: The time
complexity of Algorithm 2 for embedding is mainly due to
the time complexity of SCL algorithm, i.e., the time complexity of SPC is O(l · n log2 n). When l = 1, the time
complexity of SPC is reduced to O(n log2 n). The time
complexity of STC performing Viterbi algorithm is O(2h n),
where h is the constraint height of parity-check submatrix
and larger h corresponds to higher security but lower speed.
In theory, the complexity O(n log2 n) is worse than O(2h n)
under the condition that n is large enough when h is a
constant. However, the length of a cover object is finite in
reality, meaning O(n log2 n) < O(2h n) = O(1024n) when
h is usually set to 10 for STC. For an example of a typical
image size n = 512 × 512 = 218 in BOSSBase [37],
n log2 n = 18n
1024n predicts the execution time of SPC
may be less than that of STC in practice. We will compare
the actual run time between SPC and STC for various n, l, h
in the experimental section.
Similarly, the space complexity of SPC mainly depends
on the space complexity of SCL algorithm, i.e., O(l · n).
In practice, O(l · n) is also lower than the space complexity
O(2h n) of STC, indicating a better availability of SPC under
the case of less space in real-world applications.
3) Comparison With the Method in [25]: The method
in [25] introduced another two solutions to the two problems of determining the frozen indices and calculating the
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channel LLRs. For determining the frozen indices, [25] computed Z by (8) but with the initial value:

(1)
Z(W1 ) = 2 p (1 − p ) = 0.199, with p = 0.01. (11)
(1)

Different from our proposed Arikan-BSC in which Z(W1 )
equals the embedding payload α (9) dynamically, [25] fixed
(1)
Z(W1 ) to 0.199. If (9) is valid, (11) may only work for the
case of payload being around 0.199. Indeed, this conjecture
will be verified in the experiments, indicating the rationality
of the proposed (9) for calculating Z on different payloads.
For the second problem, the LLR in [25] is calculated by


(1)
L1 (xi ) = 1 − 2P(xi )
ρ(x̄i )


· ln
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (12)
max ρ(x̄i ) − ρ(x̄i )
1≤i≤n



with W (xi |x̄i ) = 1−ρ(x̄i )/ max ρ(x̄i ) . However, the value
1≤i≤n

range of W (xi |x̄i ) is [0, 1], which violates the valid range
[0, 0.5] of error probability of BSC. Instead, the W (xi |x̄i ) =
πλ (x̄i ) in (10) is right in [0, 0.5] from Gibbs distribution (4).
In addition, (12) neglects the impact of embedding payload in
steganography. This may be improper because the corresponding LLRs will be always the same for arbitrary payload.
As analyzed above, the method in [25] has some technical
issues in solving the two key problems. We will compare our
solutions (i.e., (9) and (10)) with the solutions in [25] (i.e., (11)
and (12)) in the experimental section. Besides, [25] used the
elementary SC decoding algorithm, while the proposed SPC
assembles the superior and flexible SCL algorithm. Also note
that the method in [25] could not well meet the requirements
of practical use since it did not address the other two problems
regarding arbitrary cover length and q-ary embedding.
D. Multi-Layered Construction for q-Ary SPC
Above SPC is for binary operation, but real-world applications require q-ary operation with various embedding amplitudes. For example, ternary (±1) embedding is commonly
used for digital image steganography since it can achieve
the smaller embedding impact [22]–[24]. Filler et al. [8]
generalized a double-layered method [38] and introduced a
multi-layered construction, which enables q-ary embedding
operation and is applicable to SPC as well. Note that the
marginal modification probability and conditional modification
probability are flipped to the cost for Viterbi decoding in
binary STC, while the corresponding probabilities are converted to the channel LLR by (10) for SCL decoding in
binary SPC.
IV. S TRATEGIES FOR G ENERALIZING SPC
TO A RBITRARY C OVER L ENGTH
Since polar codes are inherently designed for code length
of a power of 2, the above SPC is only suitable for the
cover of length n = 2s (s is a positive integer). In this
section, we attempt to generalize SPC to any cover length.
Our idea is to adjust the original length as a power of 2,
including the strategies of Cover-SegMenting (CSM), CoverPaDding (CPD) and Cover-ShorTening (CST), so as to execute

Fig. 6. Illustration of the CSM, CPD and CST strategies used for SPC
embedding on a cover of length n = 6.

Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 for message embedding and
extraction directly.
A. Segmenting the Cover to Several Parts
Consider that any integer n has its binary
representation
s−1
j
over
n = B = (bs−1 · · · b1 b0 )2 =
j=0 bj 2
s = log2 n + 1 bits, we can segment the original cover into
several parts of length 2j , enabling several independent use of
above SPC. Note that before segmenting, the original cover
should be scrambled in order to make the cost distributions
of different parts uniform. Similarly, the message should be
segmented to make the payload of each cover part uniform.
As for an example of n = 6 = (110)2 = 22 + 21
in Fig. 6(a), two cover parts of length 22 and 21 require to
embed message respectively. Obviously, the execution times of
a complete embedding equal the number of 1 in B. We mark
the SPC using cover-segmenting (CSM) as SPC-CSM for
short.
B. Padding the Cover as a Larger Cover
In order to avoid multiple embedding, one option is to
expand the original cover to a larger cover of length being
a power of 2, by padding some wet elements whose modification probabilities are 0 in theory. For s = log2 n ,

the length of the expanded cover is n = 2s . A total
of η = n − n wet elements need to be padded to the
end of the original cover. In general, the value of wet
elements can be optionally chosen because they exists only
temporarily and will not be modified after embedding due
to their 0 theoretical modification probabilities. Without loss
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of generality, we set them to 0, so that the new cover with
its modification probability is xw = (x1 , · · · , xn , 0, · · · , 0)
with πλ (x̄w ) = πλ (x̄1 ), · · · , πλ (x̄n ), 0, · · · , 0). An example
of n = 6 is provided in Fig. 6(b). Before performing SPC,
we should scramble xw and πλ (x̄w ) so as to spread these
wet elements evenly throughout the cover sequence. This
scrambling is vital for steganographic codes, making SCL
more likely to search a better stego without having to change
any wet element. Because the wet elements cannot be changed
after embedding, the receiver can accordingly construct the
same expanded and scrambled stego for extracting the message correctly. We denote this strategy as cover-padding
(CPD) and mark the corresponding SPC as SPC-CPD.
According to the experiments, we recommend SPC-CPD
as the generalized coding method provided in Algorithm 4
and Algorithm 5.

C. Shortening the Cover as a Shorter Cover



Algorithm 4 SPC-CPD
for Binary Embedding: D(x, y), y =

SPC-CPDemb m, x, ρ(x̄), l

D. Analysis and Comparison of Three Strategies

Input: message m, cover x and its cost ρ(x̄), list size l.
Output: total distortion D(x, y) and stego y.
1: define m = Length(m), n = Length(x) and P(x) = x

mod 2; define s = log2 n , n = 2s , η = n − n and
α = m/n ;

(1)
(2)
(n ) 
2: calculate Z = Z(Wn ), Z(Wn ), · · · , Z(Wn ) by (8)
(i)
and (9); sort Z and select indices of m largest Z(Wn ) as
Ac ; set uAc = m;
3: calculate π λ (x̄) by (7) with m and n; pad η 0 to P(x)
as P(xw ) = (P(x), 0, · · · , 0), and pad η 0 to π λ (x̄)
as π λ (x̄w ) = (π λ (x̄), 0, · · · , 0); calculate initial LLR
(1)
L1 (xw ) by (10);
(1)
(1)
4: scramble P(xw ) and L1 (xw ) to P(xw ) and L1 (xw ) (by
a key shared with the receiver);


u, P(yw ) =
5: embed m into P(xw ) by SCL decoder: 


(1)
SCL uAc , Ac , P(xw ), L1 (xw ), l ;
6: Inversely scramble P(yw ) to P(yw ) corresponding to step
4; intercept the top n elements of P(yw ) asP(y); obtain
n
y = x −P(x) + P(y);
 calculate D(x, y) = 1 ρ(yi );
7: return D(x, y), y .

Algorithm 5 SPC-CPD for Binary Extraction: m = SPCCPDext (m, y)
Input: length m of message and stego y.
Output: message m.
1: define n = Length(y) and P(y) = y mod 2; define s =

log2 n , n = 2s , η = n − n and α = m/n ;

(1)
(2)
(n ) 
2: calculate Z = Z(Wn ), Z(Wn ), · · · , Z(Wn ) by (8)
(i)
and (9); sort Z and select indices of m largest Z(Wn ) as
c
A ;
3: pad η 0 to P(y) as P(yw ) = (P(y), 0, · · · , 0);
4: scramble P(yw ) to P(yw ) (by a key shared with the
sender);
5: set u = P(yw )Gn ; obtain m = uAc ;
6: return m.
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In contrast to the CPD strategy which pads the cover,
another option is to shorten the original cover to a shorter cover
whose length is a power of 2. For s = log2 n, the length

of the shortened cover is n = 2s and the shortening amount
is n − n . However, it is unadvisable to directly intercept
part of cover elements as the shortened cover, since these
intercepted elements may not be in complex textured regions
that are more suitable for modification. A general segmentsum algorithm [39] was proposed to construct a preferable
shortened cover by selecting elements of smaller costs as much
as possible. We refer to this algorithm for cover-shortening
(CST) and provide an embedding example of a cover with
n = 6 in Fig. 6(c). The corresponding SPC is marked as
SPC-CST for short.

For the CSM strategy, multiple segmented covers can be
processed in parallel for a faster execution than on the original
cover. However, CSM has two defeats when used in practice.
Firstly, since the number of bits hidden in each segmented
cover must be communicated to the receiver for message
extraction, multiple embedding needs some extra communication loads. Secondly and most importantly, the embedding
efficiency of steganography would be affected because a polar
code of short length is not as good as that of large length.
The CPD strategy will inevitably increase the embedding
time when on a enlarged cover. But fortunately, its coding
performance will not be damaged because the increase of
wet elements does not lead to any noticeable difference in
embedding efficiency for various distortions [8].
The defect of CST lies in that shortening the cover is a
lossy operation that will lower the embedding efficiency of
steganography, especially for large shortening amount [39].
Although SPC-CST could run faster on a shorter cover, it is not
desirable if the coding performance degradation is significant.
The embedding efficiencies regarding the three strategies will
be examined in the following experimental section.
V. S IMULATION E XPERIMENTS
In this section, numerical simulations are conducted by
using various distortion profiles including the wet paper
version, on studying the coding performance of different
steganographic coding methods. Simulations are based on
binary embedding operation with randomly generated cover
elements and message bits of several sizes. Since STC is
currently the only content-adaptive steganographic coding
method, the proposed SPC is mainly compared with STC.
We also compare SPC with the method in [25]. These coding
methods are evaluated by using the actual embedding efficiency e = m/D(x, y) averaged over 100 simulation trials,
compared with the theoretical upper bound eπ = m/Eπ (D)
derived from (4). To further measure the loss degree of
actual embedding efficiency to the bound, we define efficiency
loss ratio L = (eπ − e)/eπ (called coding loss for short).
While a distortion profile is spoken of
if i = (i/n)
for all i [8], the constant profile (x) = 1, linear profile
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison of STC and SPC for various distortion profiles under n = 220 ≈ 106 cover elements. Embedding efficiency for (a) constant
profile, (b) linear profile, (c) square profiles, and coding loss for (d) d-exponent profile.

(x) = x, square profile (x) = x2 and d-exponent profile
(x) = xd are used to simulate the multi-level distortion
model in real-world steganography. Meanwhile, the wet paper
model, which is characterized by the profile of dry elements
(with relative payload α = m/|{xi | i < ∞}) and relative
wetness τ = |{xi | = ∞}|/n, will be also examined.
According to the previous description of SPC, we will analyze
its coding performance for the cover length of a power of 2
and arbitrary length independently. Finally, the actual run time
of SPC will be reported to show its comparable speed to
STC. The list size ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} for SPC and the constraint
height h ∈ {8, 10, 12} for STC are selected, with three
representative payloads of 1/10, 1/4, 1/2 bit per element
(relatively small, medium, large payload). Note that h = 12
is a sufficiently large value with coding performance having
been converged [8].
A. Cover Length of n = 2s
1) Performance for Various Distortion Profiles: The embedding efficiencies of SPC for three common simulated profiles
are shown in Fig. 7(a)-(c). For the linear and square profiles,
SPC of l = 1 outperforms STC of largest h = 12, and SPC of

l = 8 experiences the highest embedding efficiency, working
very close to the theoretical bound. But for the constant profile,
SPC performs not as well as STC at small payloads, and both
SPC and STC experience poor performance that is far from the
theoretical bound. In fact, SPC and STC are not specifically
designed for the constant profile, while other steganographic
codes are superior for that profile, such as the ZZW family [16]
(see Figure 8 in [8]).
The effect of the profile shape on the coding loss for
(x) = xd as a function of d is shown in Fig. 7(d). Clearly,
the coding loss L increases with decreasing the payload α,
and SPC of l = 1 performs much better than STC of h = 12
for all examined α and d. With the increase of d, the coding
loss of SPC increases gently while that of STC increases
rapidly, causing 20% lower coding loss of SPC to STC at
d = 6 and α = 1/10. This demonstrates the much superior
versatility of SPC for various distortion profiles. Without loss
of generality, we use the common square profile for the
following experiments. Similar behaviors can be observed for
other profiles.
2) Effect of List Size l: The effect of list size l of
SCL algorithm on the coding loss of SPC is exhibited
in Fig. 9(a). Quite naturally, the coding loss of SPC can be
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Fig. 8. Effect of length exponent s and relative wetness τ on the coding loss of STC and SPC under the square profile and payloads α = 1/10, 1/4, 1/2.
(a) Coding loss for length exponent s (n = 2s ). (b) Coding loss for wetness τ of wet paper model under n = 220 ≈ 106 elements.

Fig. 9. (a) Effect of list size l on the coding loss of SPC under n = 220 ≈ 106 elements, the square profile and α = 1/10, 1/4, 1/2. Comparison of
embedding efficiency between (b) two methods (Arikan-BSC and β-expansion) for determining frozen indices, and between (c) SPC and the method in [25],
under n = 220 ≈ 106 elements and the square profile.

reduced by increasing l. According to SPC’s time complexity
O(l · n log2 n), l is a flexible design parameter that trades off
the embedding efficiency and speed, like the constraint height
h in STC. In Fig. 9(a), since a larger l does not significantly
reduce the coding loss, we recommend l ≤ 8 in real-world
applications to avoid excessive embedding time. In fact, SPC
of l = 1 can acquire comparable or superior performance to
STC of large h = 12, and the performance advantage of SPC
using l = 8 is thus evident.
3) Performance for Various Cover Lengths: Polar codes
can achieve channel capacity as the code length is increased,
i.e., the decoding performance of polar codes can be improved
with the increase of code length [21]. Indeed, the coding loss
of SPC decreases with increasing the length and so does STC,
as shown in Fig. 8(a). Of l = 1, SPC is inferior to STC at
short covers, and the turning points come when n reaches 217 ,
216 , 215 respectively for α = 1/10, 1/4, 1/2. But of l = 8,
SPC is comparable or superior to STC for almost all n and α.
It has been concerned in [8] that n must be very large to apply
polar codes for steganography. However, the above results
dispel this concern since SPC still works well for the short
cover. Note that with increasing n, the coding loss of SPC
can be further reduced while that of STC has early converged,
which leads to a gradually amplified coding advantage of

SPC (with 5% ∼ 10% losses lower than STC of h = 12
at s = 20). This advantage is practically meaningful for realworld steganography, because a cover object of large size will
be more and more common with the rapid development of
communication technology.
4) Performance for Wet Paper Channel: SPC can also
be used to communicate via the wet paper channel without
significant performance loss, as shown in Fig. 8(b). SPC
achieves about 5% lower coding loss than that of STC in all
cases. Note that the good availability of SPC for the wet paper
model enables the use of cover-padding (CPD) on generalizing
SPC for arbitrary length where the cover is padded with a
number of wet elements.
5) Comparison of Polar Codes-Based Methods: In addition
to Arikan-BSC, another method of β-expansion was introduced in subsection III-A-2 for determining the frozen indices.
As shown in Fig. 9(b), β-expansion with β = 1.21 achieves the
best performance among different β, but it is slightly inferior
to Arikan-BSC (we could not find a value whose performance
is better than Arikan-BSC when searching for a wider
and more intensive range of β). It’s worth mentioning that
β-expansion may has one practical advantage. For a fixed
cover length, the frozen indices determined by β-expansion
are the same regardless of the payload. When communicating
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TABLE I
RUN T IME t ( IN SECOND ) AND E MBEDDING E FFICIENCY e OF STC AND
SPC W ITH D IFFERENT D ESIGN PARAMETERS ( I . E ., h = 8, 10, 12 AND
l = 1, 2, 4, 8) FOR n = 215 , 220 U NDER THE S QUARE P ROFILE
AND PAYLOAD α = 1/4. T HE R UN T IME I S O BTAINED AS
AN AVERAGE OVER 100 T ERNARY E MBEDDING , W ITH
MEX F ILES ( IN C++)1 E XECUTED BY MATLAB
R2015 B ON I NTEL (R) C ORE (TM) I 5-4590 CPU @
3.30GHz. N OTE T HAT THE C ODES OF STC A RE
O PTIMIZED BY U SING S TREAMING SIMD
E XTENSIONS (SSE) I NSTRUCTIONS [8],
W HILE SPC I S W ITHOUT S UCH
C ODE O PTIMIZATION

images of a same cover length from a particular library,
this enables both the sender and the receiver to determine
the frozen indices offline in advance, so that the calculation
of frozen indices can be avoided in the embedding and
extraction process.
We also compare the proposed SPC with the method
in [25]. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the method in [25] has
a poor performance for the square profile (as well as for
other tested profiles), because its solutions (11) and (12)
neglect the impact of the embedding payload and (12) goes
against the valid value range of error probability of BSC as
analyzed in subsection III-C-3. In order to further verify the
feasibility of our solutions, (9) and (10) are intersected with
(11) and (12) to form some assembled coding methods denoted
by Method{s1 + s2} using solutions s1 ∈ {(9), (11)} and
s2 ∈ {(10), (12)}. Obviously, SPC is the Method{(9) +
(10)} while the method in [25] is the Method{(11) + (12)}.
In Fig. 9(c), Method{(9) + (12)} also performs poorly,
once again verifying the irrationality of (12). With (10),
Method{(11) + (10)} works only for 1/α ≈ 5 (payload
α ≈ 0.199). This also verifies the serious defect of (11) fixing
the initial value of (8). Instead, Arikan-BSC (9) is dynamically
linked to the payload. Therefore, the proposed solutions (9)
and (10) are suitable for designing a versatile steganographic
coding method based on polar codes.
6) Comparison on Run Time: As discussed in
subsection III-C-2, the execution time of SPC may be
less than that of STC in practice according to SPC’s time
complexity O(l · n log2 n) versus STC’s O(2h n). TABLE I
reports the actual run time of SPC and STC w.r.t. some
design parameters on two cover lengths. See bolded data that
SPC (without code optimization) achieves higher embedding
efficiency with higher embedding speed (twice faster) than
the code-optimized STC of h = 12 for both cover lengths.
Therefore, SPC is obviously applicable in practice with higher
embedding efficiency and lower embedding complexity.
1 The codes of SPC will be made available at https://github.com/
WeixiangLi-93/Steganographic-Polar-Codes, while the codes of STC are
downloaded from http://dde.binghamton.edu/download/syndrome/.

B. Cover Length of Arbitrary n
1) Comparison of Three Generalized SPCs: We first examine the coding performance of three generalized SPCs: SPCCSM, SPC-CPD and SPC-CST, versus that of STC. As shown
in Fig. 10(a), SPC-CPD achieves the highest embedding efficiency for almost all cover lengths when l = 1 (the same conclusion can be drawn for a larger l). Obviously, the increase of
wet elements does not lead to performance loss for SPC-CPD,
again verifying the good adaptability of SPC to the wet paper
model. SPC-CSM also experiences the higher embedding
efficiency, but it is not recommended in practice since CSM
may be subjected to the limitation of the short cover and
needs multiple embedding. SPC-CST is only effective for
small shortening amounts (i.e., the parts of lengths slightly
greater than 218 , 219 , 220 ) while its performance decreases
significantly for large shortening amounts, indicating that
the ability of CST to select smaller costs becomes more
and more limited with the increase of shortening amount
(n − 2log2 n ).
2) Performance of SPC-CPD on Worst Cases: We also test
the coding performance of SPC-CPD when it is used in the
worst cases of cover lengths being n = 2s +1. For n = 2s +1,
totally η = 2s+1 − n = 2s − 1 wet elements are padded to
construct an enlarged cover of length 2s+1 , whose relative
wetness reaches almost 0.5. As illustrated in Fig. 10(b), SPCCPD can also work well on these worst cases of different
s. Of l = 8, SPC-CPD has comparable performance to STC
of h = 12 for short covers. With increasing s, the coding
loss of SPC-CPD becomes smaller and smaller, exhibiting
the superior performance advantage of SPC versus STC.
Consequently, the proposed SPC-CPD is applicable to the
cover of any length, with a satisfactory coding performance.
Through the above simulation experiments on various distortion profiles, embedding payloads and cover lengths, polar
codes are demonstrated to possess the ability of designing a
versatile steganographic coding method. The proposed SPC
can achieve near-optimal coding performance with low embedding complexity. Even though the performance of STC is very
close to the theoretical bound, SPC performs still better than
STC in general. We believe that the superior performance
of SPC compared with STC benefits from the superior performance of polar codes compared with convolutional codes.
Our work is significantly meaningful for providing not only
another but also a better steganographic coding method to
increase the diversity of steganographic codes in real-world
applications.
While the experiments are conducted for the PLS problem,
it should be noted that SPC is also suitable for the DLS
problem which maximizes the payload with a constraint on
the overall distortion and is dual to the PLS problem [8]. It is
also to be noted that the aforementioned four critical problems
together constitute a general and complete methodology for the
design of steganographic codes based on polar codes, while
specific solutions to the four problems correspond to a specific
form of steganographic polar codes. Therefore, any advance
of polar coding and decoding methods should be easily used
to design better steganographic codes under the guidance of
such a methodology.
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Fig. 10. (a) Embedding efficiency of STC and three generalized SPCs (SPC-CSM, SPC-CPD, SPC-CST) for n across between 218 and 220 under α = 1/4
and the square profile. (b) Coding loss of SPC-CPD for the worst cases n = 2s + 1 under α = 1/10, 1/4 and the square profile.

VI. A PPLICATIONS TO I MAGE S TEGANOGRAPHY

TABLE II

In this section, we will show applications of the proposed
SPC to spatial image and JPEG image steganography. The
coding performance of SPC and STC will be validated by the
empirical security in resisting the detection of modern blind
steganalysis using rich features [40]–[42].

D ETECTION E RRORS PE ( IN %) OF STC, SPC IN B INARY OR T ERNARY
F ORMS FOR S PATIAL S TEGANOGRAPHY, U SING SUNI (S-UNIWARD)
AND HILL A GAINST SRM-34,671D ON T WO S ETS

A. Experimental Setup
Experiments are conducted on two famous steganographic
image sets: BOSSBase 1.01 [37] and MRNC [43]. The
BOSSBase database contains 10,000 gray-scale images of
size 512 × 512 = 218 pixels. The MRNC database includes
8,000 gray-scale images of size 768 × 768 = 219 + 216
pixels, which furnishes a particular cover length not being
a power of 2 for testing SPC-CPD. Two databases are
also JPEG compressed with quality factor 75 as the
image sets for JPEG steganography. As for spatial image
steganography, we use the state-of-the-art additive distortion
functions of S-UNIWARD [23] and HILL [22], and the
steganalytic feature set of SRM-34,671D [40]. As for JPEG
image steganography, we employ the mainstream distortion
functions of J-UNIWARD [23] and UERD [24], and the
steganalytic feature sets of DCTR-8,000D [41] and GFR17,000D [42]. SPC and STC are used for message embedding in their binary and ternary forms with relative payload
α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} bit per pixel (bpp) or bit per
nonzero AC coefficient (bpnzac). The optimal embedding
simulator [44] is also applied as the upper bound to evaluate the coding performance of SPC and STC. The steganalyzer is trained by using the above feature sets with FLD
ensemble [45] by default. The FLD ensemble can minimize
the total classification error probability under equal priors
PE = minPFA 12 (PFA + PMD ) where PFA and PMD are the
false-alarm (FA) probability and the missed-detection (MD)
probability, respectively. The ultimate security is qualified by
average error rate PE averaged over 10 random 5000/5000
(BOSSBase) or 4000/4000 (MRNC) splits of the database, and
larger PE means stronger security.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
1) Spatial Image Steganography (See TABLE II): For the
BOSSBase database, the detection errors of SPC are closer to

that of the optimal embedding simulator in almost all cases
when compared with STC. SPC of l = 1 is securer than STC
of h = 12 by about 0.5% at most payloads both for binary
and ternary S-UNIWARD and HILL. We in Fig. 11 visualize
the modifications of a sample cover image embedded by STC
of h = 12 and SPC of l = 1 in their ternary (±1) forms.
Clearly, modifications caused by SPC are mainly distributed
in the complex textured regions, as done by STC. With total
distortion D(x, y) = 1.569 × 104 and 31,402 modifications,
SPC is verified to perform better than STC having total
distortion D(x, y) = 1.623 × 104 and 32,212 modifications.
Since the security of SPC of l = 1 is very close (or similar)
to the optimal simulator, larger l = 8 does not enhance the
security of SPC. Namely, there is no room for improving SPC
by increasing l.
For the MRNC database with images of length
768 × 768 = 219 + 216 , SPC-CPD of l = 8 have comparable
security to STC of h = 12. This validates that SPC can still
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Fig. 11. Modifications of (b) a cropped cover image embedded by (c) STC of h = 12 and (d) SPC of l = 1 respectively, using ternary (±1) embedding,
HILL and payload 0.5 bpp, where white represents +1 and dark represents −1. The cover image of size 128 × 128 pixels, containing smooth, edges and
textured regions, is cropped from a full-size image “1013.pgm” in BOSSBase.
TABLE III
D ETECTION E RRORS PE ( IN %) OF STC AND SPC IN T HEIR B INARY OR T ERNARY F ORMS FOR JPEG I MAGE S TEGANOGRAPHY, U SING UERD AND
JUNI (J-UNIWARD) A GAINST DCTR-8,000D AND GFR-17,000D ON T WO D ATABASES C OMPRESSED BY Q UALITY FACTOR 75

be used for the cover of length not being a power of 2 with
high security.
2) JPEG Image Steganography (See TABLE III): Unlike
spatial image steganography, there is some room in JPEG
steganography for improving SPC to approach the security
of optimal embedding simulator by increasing l. In the both
databases, SPC of l = 8 achieves higher securities than STC
of h = 12 and SPC of l = 1, by 0.5% ∼ 1.0% at most cases
for different distortion functions and steganalytic feature sets.
Consequently, SPC is also suitable and more secure for JPEG
image steganography.
Above applications to image steganography demonstrate
the availability of SPC for the real-world additive distortion
functions. Overall, SPC performs better than STC even though
the performance of STC is very close to the optimal embedding simulator. Obviously, the use of SPC is not limited to
embedding amplitudes and cover sizes. Since SPC provides an
off-the-shelf method with near-optimal coding performance in
practice, the only task left to the steganographer is the choice
of the distortion function for various cover objects.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed four critical problems of
designing steganographic codes based on polar codes, and
employed the superior SCL algorithm to design the nearoptimal and versatile Steganographic Polar Codes (SPC) to
minimize arbitrary additive distortion with low embedding
complexity. Experimental results showed that the overall
coding performance of SPC is more superior than that of
STC for various distortion functions. The superior performance of SPC for image steganography indicates that SPC
should be able to enhance the steganographic security for
other kinds of cover objects, such as audio, video and
texts. This work provides another and a better choice of
near-optimal steganographic codes for real-world applications,
which significantly increase the diversity of coding methods in
steganography.
Also importantly, this paper introduces a methodology of
designing steganographic codes based on polar codes. As mentioned before, any advance of polar codes (i.e., polar coding
or decoding algorithm) can be guided by the methodology to
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design better steganographic codes. And this is what left for
our future research.
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